**Dear Editor in Chief**

Statistics are the aids of researchers, and the proper use of them requires sufficient knowledge of theoretical and applied concepts of statistics ([@B1]). Today, with the advances in science and the help of computer, statistical analysis tools of data research are easily accessible to any researcher and researchers obtain output and report it in their research without having enough information by selecting a number of options from these black boxes (statistical software). The lack of correct writing of some statistical indicators has been one of the known problems in medical sciences literature in recent years, E.G., standard deviation and the wrong replacement of that with standard error in articles ([@B2]). This is so important that for some valid journals the measure of article acceptance is to pinpoint these indicators.

Standard deviation is an indicator of descriptive statistics that describes the distribution of sample data around their mean ([@B3]).

*x~i~* : Data of i-th observation

*x¯* : mean of observations,
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The standard error is an indicator of inferential statistics to extend the sample results to the population from which the sample was extracted. In other words, this indicator reflects the credibility and reliability of the research and answers the question what the dispersion of results will be if a sample with the same size and by substitution is selected in other times from the same initial population, for example, if the goal is to generalize the results of the sample mean to the population mean, to evaluate the validity of the study after re-sampling for n times and to calculate the means of the sample, their dispersion around the total mean is the standard error ([@B4]). But in practice, apart from wasting time, re-sampling technique would be a waste of cost, thus the following simple equation is used to calculate the standard error ([@B5]).
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The standard error is always less than the standard deviation and medical researchers sometimes report it mistakenly instead of the standard deviation in descriptive statistics of the study variables, this will distract readers from seeing the dispersion and the research data seems better ([@B3], [@B5]).

The standard deviation alone is meaningful and it is essential to present it in descriptive statistics of normal quantitative variables but the standard error alone is meaningless and it is used only to build confidence interval ([@B6]).

Another problem is that some researchers without evaluating the normality of quantitative variable begin to report the descriptive indicators of the variable. It should be noted that standard deviation is only valuable to describe the dispersion in normal quantitative variables and in a case that the variable is not normally distributed another dispersion indicator called interquartile range (IQR= Q~3~-Q~1~) is used. Based on dividing a data set into quartiles, the first quartile, denoted Q~1~, is the value in the data set that holds 25% of the values *below* it. The third quartile, denoted Q~3~, is the value in the data set that holds 75% of the values *below* it ([@B1], [@B7]).

Another problem is the final reporting in the form of *x¯* ± *SD* that creates confusion with the confidence interval for the mean $(\overline{x} \pm z_{1 - \frac{\alpha}{2}}.\text{SE}(\overline{\text{x}}))$ , it is recommended to avoid confusion that the results of descriptive statistics are presented for the normal variables as mean(SD) and for non-normal variables as median(IQR) ([@B8]).

In short, respecting the above tips in addition to raising the quality of papers and journals, can significantly contribute to the improvement of health systems research, reduce the production of low-quality articles and thus reduce waste of health care system costs in the field of research.

accordingly, given that a major concern of the Ministry of Health and its policy makers is to reduce costs and increase productivity and improve the quality of health systems research, it is recommended that researchers and practitioners of health care system publications pay more attention to these points, through which the high costs of health care system can be controlled and reduced.
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